
times!!! The said dilemma never to be resolve!!! The apparent broken
Symmetry between Religion and science gets restored inexorably, at the
initial conditions of creation, for WHEN and WHY can be answered by
us all, without fear of condemnation!!! As for THEN, the second law of
thermodynamic take care of it!!!
The worthless and desperate conditions of Human Existence, will
always require a dimension where the laws of Quantum Mechanics, and
Relativity are of no consequence!!! Hence, WHY, When, now and then,
could be left unanswered!!!
Mankind endless quest for the ultimate truth, will ultimately suppress
the biological clock responsible for self-preservation, and WHY WHEN,
NOW, or THEN, will be left to the care of some other multi-cellular
organisms, here, there, and then!!! Such creature ultimately would fol-
low our irreversible destiny!!!
HAWKING
1... am ... like ... a ... child ... t... abruptly interrupted by LINDE.

LINDE
lane, I suggest that it is time for STEPHEN retire, don't you??? He looks
ever so tired!!!
JANE
Yes, I think so!!!
Shift the camera to incorporate all of the Guests including lANE and
STEPHEN. Include also the large patio doors. Include the window view
of the night Sky that is full of stars.

There are no words to be added by the characters of this short story, now
that they have finally touched Base with the facts of a living world.
TIME from Pink Floyd Dark side of the moon, is now playing.
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C9H9N-SKATOLE, CONGLOBATA,
SCLEROPROTEIN, AND SUPERMAN

Mar 2001

I. INT: A LARGE COUNTRY STYLE SITTING ROOM.

Gabriele D' Annunzio's and his concubine Eleonora Duse, are entertain-
ing, Giovanni Gentile, Oswald Mosley, Hitler, Mussolini, Friedrich
Nictzsche, Francesco Fucilla, U mberto Bassi, and, Madam Fifi'. In the
Large sitting room of D'annunzio's country house, in Pescara Italy, the
guests are amused by a large TV set, showing the Oscar nomination live
Irorn, L.A, USA.

The host presenting the Oscars to the ravishing Gods/Goddesses of the
world is the tall and handsome Danny De Vito.

'lose to the TV set.

DE VITO
, .this year the Oscar winner for life achievements on the set goes to ...

Miss Ava Gardner!

I'he spectators ... clap ... clap ... clap ... clap ...

'lose to D'ANNUNZIO, MADAM FIFI', and GENTILE.
f)'ANNUNZIO

's!!! She is the hottest ARIAN in Hollywood! I love the style of her
upper PERI-ANAL HAIR!!!

MADAM FIFI'
r wonder why Miss Gardner seats on her own ?
I)'ANNUNZIO
Miss Gardner suffers from a severe dysfunction of the bladder
Sphincter! The foul odour keeps people away!!!

MADAM FIFI'
What is a dysfunction of the Bladder sphincter?

'ameras close to GENTILE.
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